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Anchor: Complete the 
Sentence (Chat) 
8 minutes 

 

Engage participants by using crowdsourcing to define your necessary terms. 

Advanced Prep 
Write an applicable sentence to be completed. For example: 

1. An effective employee onboarding program ___________.  

2. A prioritized marketing strategy _____________.  

3. A good producer ____________.  

Instructions 
1. Welcome participants 

2. Tell participants that it is important that we first describe what an effective training session 
is/looks like before we continue with listing its components. 

3. Display the sentence to be completed.    

• A training session is effective when it includes _____________. 

4. Ask participants to spend a few moments sharing what they believe the end of the sentence 
should be, using the chat feature. 

5. As responses begin to appear in the chat section, begin reading select responses aloud to the 
group.  

6. Add feedback on the responses that you share, including if you disagree for any reason with a 
response that was shared.  

7. After sharing a number of responses, share how participants' responses match up with the way in 
which an "effective" training session will be defined for the purposes of today's webinar.   

• A training session is effective when it includes principles of adult learning that are 
intentionally placed throughout the session in order to engage the learners and accomplish 
specific learning outcomes. 
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Content: Top Three 
Principles of Adult Learning 
(Screen Share) 
8 minutes 

 

Present content in the format of a Top Five list. 

Advanced Prep 
Create your Top Five list. Examples could include topics such as: 

1. Top Five Mistakes People Make When... 

2. Top Five Complaints Customers Have About... 

Instructions 
1. Transition to the fact that we're going to talk about the top three principles of adult learning that 

have been included in the training curriculum that we're going to be reviewing with the 
participants today... except we're not going to just talk about these principles, we're going to 
reveal them in a Letterman-style "Top 3" list (yes, I know Letterman did Top 10 Lists, but we're 
just talking about 3 principles of adult learning). 

2. Principle #1: Adult learners need to know the relevance of the topic at hand.   

• This is the "what's in it for me" piece  

3. Principle #2: Adult learners bring their own experiences.   

• This is why we want to offer (generally) structured ways for participants to share their 
experiences through individual, small and large group activities and discussions. When they 
can relate their own experiences to new topics, the new topics become easier to grasp. 

4. Principle #3: Adult learners want training opportunities to solve a problem for them.   

• This is where we want to draw the connection between any theory, concepts or new ideas 
and the specific work that participants are engaged in. 

5. The bottom line here is that it's not enough to simply have good or important information. When 
we present, especially in training or skill-building sessions, it's essential that we make 
connections and provide opportunities for participants to have meaningful interactions with our 
content. Simply saying: "I want today's session to be highly interactive, so be sure to ask 
questions if you have them while I talk" is not well-designed or intentional and it ignores these top 
3 principles of how adults learn best. 
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Application: Chat Idea 
Brainstorm (Chat) 
9 minutes 

 

Engage participants in a large group brainstorm using the chat feature. 

Instructions 
1. Transition by letting participants know that we'll pause here to be sure they have a solid 

understanding of adult learning principles and why the intentional integration of them into our 
curriculum is crucial. 

2. For each question that is about to be displayed on the screen, ask participants to take some time 
writing down as many ideas as they can think of in the chat box without pressing enter until you 
tell them it is time.    

• Question 1: What are some ways you've seen presenters help their participants understand 
the relevance of new content being taught? 

3. After 30 seconds, ask participants to press enter in the chat feature and share their ideas.  

4. Ask them to look at what others wrote and to take note of any trends they are seeing or new 
ideas they had not considered. 

5. Repeat the same instructions for the next two questions:   

• Question 2: What are some ways you've seen presenters use participants' previous 
experiences to help them connect to a new concept or topic? 

• Question 3: How do you think the "Sales 101 Curriculum" (the curriculum we're going to be 
introducing to you so that you feel more prepared to facilitate it today) will help participants 
solve a real-world problem? 
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Content: Storytelling (Voice) 
5 minutes 

 

Tell participants a prepared story to present content. 

Advanced Prep 
A good training story is concise and well-structured. To prepare your story, use the STORY structure. 

1. S = Set up your story: What brief history or context do you need to provide? 

2. T = Tension: What problems were present that needed to be addressed? 

3. O = Options: What were the various things that could have been done in order to address the 
problem(s)? 

4. R = Resolution: How did the situation turn out? Is there anything you would have done 
differently? 

5. Y = Yes: Is this story directly related to the outcome you are trying to achieve? If the answer is 
"yes" and you have met the S, T, O, and R criteria, you have a story you should use. 

Instructions 

1. Read or recite your story using the STORY model: 

o S = Set up your story: 

 Several years ago, each location was asked to train new sales reps on our 
sales model. 

o T = Tension: 

 Within 3 months of being asked, every location across the country (38 
locations in total) had come up with some sort of new sales rep training on 
our sales model.  

 Of course, some of those training programs were more robust than others. 
Many locations saw sales results of new sales reps rise compared to the first 
90-days of sales performance of those reps who had joined the company 
prior to new training being developed. 

 But SOME locations saw astronomical growth. Four locations, all in the 
southeast, saw sales growth of more than 70% over the performance prior to 
having the training program in place. 

 The corporate head of L&D studied these four locations and not only 
compared them to each other, but also compared them to other locations 
that didn't see such dramatic sales growth. 

o O = Options: 

 Because each location took a pretty different approach, the head of L&D had 
several choices: 

• 1) Choose what she felt was the best, most complete training 
program from one location and use that as the foundation for New 
Sales Rep Training 2.0 

• 2) Take the best parts of each sales training program and try to 
combine them. 
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• 3) Purchase off-the-shelf sales training from a vendor who 
suggested their sales method would help growth even better than 
the programs that had been implemented. 

o R = Resolution:  

 The head of L&D chose to keep the sales training in-house (therefore did not 
go the off-the-shelf route). 

 She also didn't want to create a sort of "franken-training" by taking pieces 
from each program. She felt that the thing that made the most successful 
training programs successful was the holistic approach, and breaking the 
various approaches apart wouldn't yield better results. 

 While it was an unpopular decision at the time, she eventually chose to go 
with the Greenville location's sales training program and make that standard 
across all locations. 

 It was rooted in both the real-life experience of sales reps and... you guessed 
it (since we just talked about adult learning principles), it also showed the 
most fidelity to key principles of adult learning. 

 While the program has been updated in some ways over the past few years 
to keep up with changing market demands, this is the foundation of what 
you'll be taking a look at today. 

o Y = Yes: 

 (Yes, this story is relevant to what we're going to be doing for the rest of 
today's session) 

•    
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Application: Small Group 
Discussion (Breakout 
Rooms) 
20 minutes 

 

Guide participants through a small group discussion by asking them a series of open-ended 
questions. 

Advanced Prep 
You may wish to replace the templated questions with key questions that will help the participants 
deepen their understanding of the content. 

Instructions 
1. Transition by letting participants know that they can download a current version of the training 

curriculum in the Chat section. 

2. Let participants know that they will be placed into Breakout Rooms and will be asked to skim 
through the training curriculum and identify any areas where they see principles of adult learning 
that have been integrated into the curriculum. 

3. Let participants know they will have 10 minutes to work in their small groups.   

• Someone in the group should be assigned to take notes. That person will type/summarize 
their findings via the chat feature when we're all brought back together in 10 minutes. 

4. Launch breakout rooms.  

5. After 10 minutes, bring everyone back to the large group and ask a volunteer from each group to 
use the chat feature to share what their group discussed 

6. Summarize the notes in the chat by identifying trends and connecting the participants' comments 
to the way in which adult learning has been intentionally woven throughout this curriculum. 

7. Answer any questions that may be outstanding. 
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Future: One Word Goal 
(Chat) 
4 minutes 

 

Have participants set a goal using only one word. 

Advanced Prep 
Prepare a few examples relevant to the topic with the group. 

Instructions 
1. Transition by letting participants know that today's session has just been an introduction to the 

sales training curriculum, and that they should sign up for a time slot to actually practice 
delivering a portion of this curriculum by the end of the week. 

2. Before participants log off today, challenge participants to set a goal using only one word. It's 
good practice to have participants set a goal for future use of the content or to expand upon their 
learning from the day.  

3. Allow participants a few moments to think of their one-word goal.  

4. Have each person use the chat feature to share their goal with the large group.  

5. Wrap up today's session by summarizing trends you find in the one-word goals, and remind them 
that there is rhyme and reason behind the way this curriculum was developed. 

6. Thank participants for participating today and let them know you're looking forward to their 
practice facilitation next week! 



The revolutionary tool that helps anyone 
create engaging and interactive online or in 
in-person training in as little as 10 minutes.

Soapbox users go to 
soapboxify.com and enter some 
basic information about the 
presentation they need to design, 
like:

 length of presentation

 number of attendees

 online platform (Zoom, Teams,
etc.) or seating arrangement

 intended learning outcomes

Soapbox uses an algorithm to 
generate the most appropriate 
and engaging activities for your 
presentation, using a library of 

more than 100 activities
(and thousands of variations of 
those activities) to meet the 
needs of a wide range of trainers, 
from novice to experienced. 

While we can’t (yet) guess what 
your content will be, Soapbox 
users have reported that the 
materials it generates 

save 50%-80% of the work
of creating an engaging and 
effective training session.

How does Soapbox work?How can Soapbox save your organization 
$10,000 per trainer each year?

If you’d like to take Soapbox for a test drive, we offer a 14-day free trial when you go 
to soapboxify.com/pricing. If it makes a difference in how you develop training, then 
it’s $29/month thereafter. If you have more than one user on staff, or have questions, 

you can reach Brian Washburn at 206-954-6830 or brian@endurancelearning.com.

Is budget a constant issue for training?

Does training feel like it takes too long to develop?

Are you concerned that your organization’s training 
isn’t as effective as it could be?

Getting your trainers access to Soapbox will help 
you develop training sessions faster, save money 
and consistently deliver higher quality training!
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